Monterey Bay Community Power (MBCP) opened its doors in January 2018 with three primary goals in sight: reducing greenhouse gas emissions, providing cost stability and savings, and supporting the economic vitality of Monterey, San Benito and Santa Cruz Counties. Thanks to overwhelming support from our business and residential communities, and to many renewable energy and community advocates, MBCP has been able to meet and exceed many of our goals.

As we share some successes from our first year of operation, we hope that the communities we serve share in these accomplishments – we couldn’t have done it without you!

Affordable Rates and Community Re-Investment

- **3% Rebate** to all customers - over $4 million delivered as bill credits in 2018
- Solar customers received a **150% increase in Net Surplus Compensation (NSC) rates**
- **2% of gross revenue** set aside for local customer energy programs - $1.25 million for MBCP customers in 2019
- Over **300 voluntary customer enrollments** to MBprime, MBshare and MBgreen+

**OVER**

$4,000,000 IN REBATES
RETURNED TO OUR COMMUNITY IN 2018

Reduced Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions

- **MBchoice: Carbon free** electricity provided to all MBCP customers through our default service offering
- **MBprime: 100% eligible renewable** service offering created for customers with higher renewable energy standards
- An estimated **300,000 metric tons** of GhG reduced
- **90 Megawatt (MW), 15-year new renewable wind project** to meet 10% of MBCP Annual demand
- **125 MW Solar + 38 MW Storage** in Kern & Kings Counties powering 32,000 homes annually
Stimulated Local Economy

- Potential for **20 MW of local renewable** generation
- **Employed 19 staff members**, working and mostly living locally
- Supported the move of MBCP’s data management service energy advisors to our Monterey offices creating a **local call center**
- Executed **$450k in contracts** with local businesses
- **Hosted Cal-CCA 2018 Annual Meeting** at the Asilomar Conference Center, bringing over 300 clean energy industry leaders to the Monterey Bay Region
- Sponsored and supported over **140 community events and organizations**
- Secured **$6 MM in EV infrastructure funding** for the Monterey Bay region via the California Energy Commission’s CALeVIP program.
- **$825K** for EV rebates and **$100K** for low-income solar installations

**SERVICE OFFERINGS:**

**MBCchoice**
MBCP’s carbon-free default service offering guarantees rates that match PG&E and delivers a cost savings through a **3% rebate** on MBCP charges, delivered in December for 2018 and bi-annually in June and December for 2019 and beyond.

**MBprime**
MBCP’s **100% renewable energy** service offering for an extra cost of $.01/kWh to support California’s 100% renewable energy goals, plus a cost savings through a **3% rebate** on MBCP charges, delivered in December for 2018 and bi-annually in June and December for 2019 and beyond.

**MBgreen**
Green your rebate by redirecting it to fund the development of **local renewable energy** projects that benefit the tri-county community.

**MBshare**
Share your rebate by redirecting it in the form of a tax-deductible donation to fund local programs that support **low-income ratepayers** and greenhouse gas reduction efforts.